The purpose of this note is to demonstrate how some of the classical Hausdorff inclusion theorems extend to the case where the sequences have their domains and ranges in topological vector spaces. We follow the terminology in [3] and [l] for the topological vector spaces and Hausdorff summability methods respectively. Suppose (X, Ti) and ( Y, T2) are locally convex separated topological vector spaces. We denote by L(X, Y) the linear functions from X to F which are continuous with respect to the topologies Ti and T2. M2 is a summability method from X to Z with the property that for each sequence {xn} of points in X for which {ym\ -Mi({xn}) is F2-convergent, the sequence {zm\ = M2({xn}) is P3-convergent, then we say M2 includes Mi. We indicate this by M2^>Mi. We wish to consider Hausdorff methods H(p) = ôfiô, where ¡j.
matrix M = (fmn) is called a summability method from X to Y. Suppose now that (Z, Tz) is also a locally convex separated topological vector space.
Definition 2. If Afi is a summability method from X to Y and
M2 is a summability method from X to Z with the property that for each sequence {xn} of points in X for which {ym\ -Mi({xn}) is F2-convergent, the sequence {zm\ = M2({xn}) is P3-convergent, then we say M2 includes Mi. We indicate this by M2^>Mi. We wish to consider Hausdorff methods H(p) = ôfiô, where ¡j.
= diag (¿to, Mi» • " " ). S is the differencing matrix, and p,<ET,(X, Y) (for example). This is a triangular system, and since p.i" is onto Y, we may find a generalized hausdorff summability methods 387 sequence (in fact many sequences) {xn\ which satisfies it. For any such {xn}, the sequence {r¡m} given by {r)m} =H2({x"}) converges in (Z, Tz), since H2 is convergence preserving. But H2({xn}) = H(<¡>)[Hi({xn})]=H(<p) ({£"}). Hence H(<p) is convergence preserving.
